We prove that any finitely presented group admits a finite hierarchy over any family of subgroups that is closed under conjugation and subgroups. We also show that, for any finitely presented group and any n, any VPCn-hierarchy for the group is finite. It follows that any hierarchy for 3-manifolds in which the manifold is decomposed alternately along compressing disks and essential annuli is finite.
Introduction
In this paper, we prove two related theorems about hierarchies for finitely presented groups. First, we show the existence of finite hierarchies for finitely presented groups over very general families of subgroups, generalizing the main result in Delzant and Potyagailo's [DP01] . Our second result shows that a certain type of hierarchy for any finitely presented group is always finite. In particular, this proves Swarup's Strong Accessibility Conjecture for hyperbolic groups from [Bes] , and moreover shows that that the conjecture is true for all finitely presented groups. This result implies that a particular kind of hierarchy for 3-manifolds is always finite.
Questions about hierarchies of groups are rooted in the introduction of the notion of accessibility for groups, which is due, in its original form, to C. T. C. Wall. In the early 1970's, Wall conjectured in [Wal71] that every finitely generated group admits a maximal decomposition as a graph of groups, with finite edge groups. M. J. Dunwoody proved Wall's conjecture for finitely presented groups in [Dun85] , and in [Dun93] presented an inaccessible finitely generated group.
This question was then generalized to decompositions of groups over classes of subgroups other than finite ones. At this point, though, it is necessary that the notion of accessibility be clarified. The vertex groups of a maximal decomposition over finite subgroups admit no proper splittings over finite subgroups. In general, if we consider a maximal decomposition of a group over a family of subgroups C , it is possible that the vertex groups admit proper splittings over C , although those splittings cannot be compatible with the decomposition.
Thus generalizing the question of accessibility over finite groups may be done in several different ways. One may ask about the existence of a maximal decomposition of a group over some family of subgroups. Or one may ask about the existence of a finite hierarchy for a group, whereby a group is decomposed (perhaps not maximally) over a family of subgroups, then the vertex groups of the decomposition are individually decomposed over the same family, and so on, with the sequence eventually terminating with a set of indecomposable subgroups. (This notion of a hierarchy is an algebraic analogue of a hierarchy from 3-manifold theory, as in the definition of a Haken manifold.) Additionally, one may ask whether any decomposition can be refined to a maximal one, or whether any sequence of decompositions must eventually terminate, as above, with indecomposable subgroups, giving a finite hierarchy.
Consider a decomposition of a group G as the fundamental group of a graph of groups, and let τ be the associated G-tree. This decomposition is said to be reduced if the action of G on τ is minimal, and either G\τ is a loop with one edge, or the subgroup associated to each vertex of G\τ of valence two properly contains the subgroups associated to each incident edge. In [BF91] , Bestvina and Feighn showed the existence of maximal reduced decompositions of finitely presented groups over classes of "small" subgroups. Moreover, they showed that any reduced decomposition of a group over small subgroups can be refined to a maximal reduced decomposition over small subgroups. They did this by bounding the number of vertex groups of any reduced decomposition of a group (as a function of that group).
We note that this result is false for decompositions which are not reduced. For example, if G has an infinite descending chain of small subgroups G ⊃ C 0 ⊃ C 1 ⊃ C 2 ⊃ . . ., then we can write G = G * C0 C 0 = G * C0 C 0 * C1 C 1 = G * C0 C 0 * C1 C 1 * C2 C 2 = . . . Less trivially, consider the Baumslag-Solitar group H =BS(1, 2) = x, t : t −1 xt = x 2 . The normal closure of x in H is isomorphic to Z[ 1 2 ] under addition, by an isomorphism which takes x to 1, and t i xt −i to 1 2 i for each i. Let A i denote the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by t i xt −i , and let K = H * A0 H. Note that K is finitely presented, and A 0 ⊂ A 1 ⊂ A 2 ⊂ . . . We can refine the given decomposition of G as many times as we please, for we have that K = H * A0 (A 1 * A1 H) = H * A0 (A 1 * A1 (A 2 * A2 H)) = . . .
Hence both G and K have sequences of refinements that do not terminate.
Delzant and Potyagailo addressed the question of a finite hierarchy in [DP01] , showing that any finitely presented group G admits a finite hierarchy over a family C of subgroups of G if G has no 2-torsion, and C is elementary, in a sense that they define. In this paper, we show that any finitely presented group admits a finite hierarchy over any family of subgroups, as long as the family is closed under conjugation and subgroups.
Swarup's conjecture from [Bes] is as follows. Given a hyperbolic group G, decompose G maximally over finite groups, then independently decompose the vertex groups of this decomposition maximally over 2-ended groups, then decompose the resulting vertex groups maximally over finite groups, decompose the resulting vertex groups maximally over 2-ended groups, and so on, and this process must eventually terminate. Furthermore, it was conjectured that this process will not always terminate for finitely presented groups. Using a notion of a maximal decomposition which we define in the next section and which prevents situations like the example above, we show in the following that in fact this process will always terminate for any finitely presented group. Generalizing Swarup's conjecture, we consider similar hierarchies over virtually polycyclic (VPC) subgroups of Hirsch length less than or equal to any n. VPC subgroups of length 0 are the same as finite groups, and VPC subgroups of length 1 are the same as 2-ended groups, so we say that any sequence of decompositions of a group as described above (regardless of whether or not it terminates) is a VPC1-hierarchy for the group. If a VPC1-hierarchy for a group G is finite, then we define a VPC2-hierarchy for G to be the sequence obtained by first decomposing G to get a finite VPC1-hierarchy, then decomposing the resulting vertex groups maximally over VPC subgroups of length 2, then decomposing the new vertex groups by taking finite VPC1-hierarchies for each, if such exist, then again decomposing the resulting vertex groups maximally over VPC subgroups of length 2 and so on. We define a VPC3-hierarchy for a group with a finite VPC2-hierarchy by alternating this decomposition process with maximally decomposing over VPC subgroups of length 3, and in this manner define a VPCn-hierarchy for any n.
We show in the following that any VPCn-hierarchy for any finitely presented group must be finite, for any n. In particular, Swarup's conjecture follows from this result, taking n = 1. Moreover, consider any sequence of decompositions of a finitely presented group, resulting first in a VPC1-hierarchy, then in a VPC2-hierarchy, and so on. We show that there is some N , depending on our choices of decompositions, such that the vertex groups resulting from the VPCN -hierarchy obtained by this process do not split over any VPC subgroups at all.
Topologically, VPC1-hierarchies for finitely presented groups being finite corresponds to the stabilization of the process of decomposing irreducible, orientable, compact 3-manifolds maximally over compressing disks, then decomposing the resulting pieces maximally over essential annuli, then compressing disks, then essential annuli, and so on. We discuss this in the last section. This paper was written under the much appreciated guidance of Peter Scott.
Preliminaries
Let a group G act simplicially on the left on a simplicial tree τ , and let the action be without inversions, i.e., such that no element of G fixes an edge of τ , but swaps its vertices. Then we say that τ is a G-tree. By labeling the edges and vertices of Γ = G\τ by stabilizers of their preimages under projection, Γ takes on the structure of a graph of groups. We will denote the graph Γ, together with this additional data, also by Γ, and say that it is a decomposition of G.
Note that the labels of the edges and vertices of Γ, that is, the "edge and vertex groups" of Γ, are determined up to conjugacy. If G acts minimally on τ , and τ is not one vertex, then we call τ a minimal G-tree, and if Γ is finite, then we call Γ a proper decomposition of G. Note that if G is finitely generated, and τ is a minimal G-tree, then Γ = G\τ must be a finite graph, and hence is a proper decomposition of G.
Notice that any simplicial, G-equivariant map between G-trees induces a graph of groups map of the associated decompositions of G, i.e. a simplicial, surjective map of the underlying graphs, which may collapse edges to vertices, and injective homomorphisms of the vertex and edge groups which commute with the injections from edge groups into their incident vertex groups. Let a G-map be a simplicial, G-equivariant map between two G-trees, which does not collapse any edge to a vertex.
We will now take G to be finitely generated. Let τ and τ ′ be minimal Gtrees, and let Γ = G\τ and Γ ′ = G\τ ′ . Assume that there is a G-equivariant, simplicial map τ ′ → τ which may collapse edges to vertices. Then this map induces a graph of groups map of decompositions Γ ′ → Γ, and we call the decomposition Γ ′ a refinement of Γ. If Γ is not the same decomposition as Γ ′ , and for each edge e with vertices x and y of τ ′ which is collapsed to a vertex of τ , either x and y are in the same G-orbit, or X = stab(x) and Y = stab(y) properly contain E = stab(e), then we call Γ
′ a proper refinement of Γ. A proper decomposition Γ of G is said to be reduced if Γ is a loop with one edge, or the subgroup associated to each vertex of valence two properly contains the subgroups associated to each incident edge. Given a proper decomposition Γ ′ of a finitely generated group G, we can always collapse edges of Γ ′ (that is, collapse G-orbits of edges in the tree associated to Γ ′ ) until we have a reduced proper decomposition Γ. Then Γ is called a reduction of Γ ′ . If C is a family of subgroups of G such that H ∈ C implies that all conjugates and subgroups of H are also in C , then we say that C is closed under conjugation and subgroups. If all edge stabilizers of a decomposition Γ of G are in C , then we say that Γ is a decomposition of G over C . Note that if Γ is a decomposition of G over C , and Γ
′ is a refinement of Γ, then because C is closed under conjugation and subgroups, Γ ′ is also a decomposition of G over C . A decomposition of G with one edge is a splitting of G, and a proper decomposition of G with one edge is a proper splitting of G. If there exist no proper splittings of G over a family C as above, then we say that G is unsplittable over C .
Note that if G admits a proper decomposition Γ ′ over C , arising from an action on a minimal G-tree τ ′ , then for any edge e of Γ ′ with edge group E, G admits a proper splitting Γ associated to e, where Γ has one edge with edge group E, and Γ
′ is a refinement of Γ. To see this, let e be an edge in τ ′ with stabilizer E. Then, if G · e denotes the G-orbit of e in τ ′ , let τ be the G-tree attained by collapsing the components of τ ′ − G · e to vertices, with the action of G induced from the action of G on τ ′ . Then we may take Γ to be G\τ . If G has a decomposition Γ, and the vertex group of a vertex v of Γ admits a splitting, then we say that the splitting is compatible with the decomposition if there exists a refinement of Γ in which v is replaced with an edge corresponding to the splitting. Equivalently, the splitting is compatible with the decomposition if a conjugate of each edge group of the edges incident to v is contained in a vertex group of the splitting.
Consider a group G, and a family C of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. A hierarchy for G over C is a sequence G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . of finite sets of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, defined inductively as follows. The set G 0 contains only G. If i > 0, then for any conjugacy class in G i−1 , either G i contains that conjugacy class, or G i contains the conjugacy classes of the vertex groups of some proper decomposition of a representative of that class over C . We require that at least one representative from G i−1 be decomposed. (Since the structures of decompositions of representatives of conjugacy classes over C are invariant under conjugacy, our choices of representatives do not matter.)
If this process terminates with some G N which contains only conjugacy classes of subgroups which are unsplittable over C , then we say that the hierarchy is finite.
We note that the existence of a finite hierarchy over C does not, in general, imply the existence of any kind of maximal decomposition over C , since the splittings of vertex groups need not be compatible with the decompositions producing those vertex groups.
We call a group G almost finitely presented if there exists a connected simplicial complex P with H 1 (P ; Z 2 ) = 0, on which G acts freely, with G\P = Π a finite complex. Note that we may take P to be 2-dimensional, since P (2) meets the above criteria as well. Call the projection map between such spaces an a.f.p. map for G, and Π an a.f.p. base space for G.
We will show in Corollary 3 that, for any almost finitely presented group G and any family C which is closed under conjugation and subgroups, G admits a finite hierarchy over C .
To state our next main result, we must first define our notion of maximality of a decomposition of a group over a family C . If Γ is a decomposition of G over C , and if there exists no proper refinement of Γ over C , then we say that Γ is a maximal decomposition of G over C .
(One could alternatively define a maximal decomposition of G over C to be a maximal collection of compatible splittings over C . This is a stronger requirement than what we have made, and, as we have seen in the examples in the introduction, maximal collections of compatible splittings over families of subgroups need not be finite.)
Recall that a group G is polycyclic if there exists a subnormal series
The Hirsch length of a polycyclic group G is the number of infinite cyclic factors G i /G i−1 in a subnormal series as above, and is independent of the choice of such a series. Thus, given a virtually polycyclic group G ′ with a finite index polycyclic subgroup G, we may define the Hirsch length of G ′ to be that of G. If G ′ is virtually polycyclic of Hirsch length n, then we write that G ′ is VPCn. We will define a VPCn-hierarchy inductively, and call any set of conjugacy classes of vertex groups resulting from a finite VPCn-hierarchy a VPCn set. Representatives of any element of a VPCn set will be unsplittable over VPCi subgroups, for all i ≤ n.
For n = 0, a (finite) VPC0-hierarchy for a group G is a two set sequence G 0 , G 1 , where G 0 = {G}, and G 1 consists of the conjugacy classes of vertex groups of any maximal proper decomposition of G over the set of all VPC0, that is, finite, subgroups. We say that G 1 is a VPC0 set. VPC0 groups are unsplittable over any subgroup, and it follows that, for any decomposition of G over VPC0 subgroups, if a vertex group admits a splitting over a VPC0 subgroup, then the splitting is compatible with the decomposition. Therefore, the representatives of the elements of G 1 are either one-ended or finite. Any one-ended representative is maximal in G. Any finite representative is either maximal, or we may take the representative to be a vertex group of the decomposition of G, and it is isomorphic by the injection given from the decomposition to one of its edge groups, and so is not essential in the decomposition. Up to the inclusion of these "inessential" finite subgroups, G 1 is unique. Now consider the following process: let G be a group which admits a finite VPC(n − 1)-hierarchy, and consider a VPC(n − 1) set for G which is a set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, whose representatives are unsplittable over any VPCi subgroups for all i < n, and are obtained inductively. Assume that a representative of each of the conjugacy classes admits a maximal proper decomposition over VPCn groups (a family which is not closed under subgroups), and fix such a decomposition for each. Now we repeat this process on the vertex groups of the fixed decompositions: assume that each of the vertex groups admits a finite VPC(n − 1)-hierarchy, and consider VPC(n − 1) sets for each. Properly decompose a representative of each of the conjugacy classes in each new VPC(n − 1) set maximally over VPCn subgroups, and repeat the process again on the resulting vertex groups. If we continue in this manner, the sequence of the sets of conjugacy classes of vertex groups from each stage in this process is called a VPCn-hierarchy for G. If this process eventually stabilizes with a finite set of conjugacy classes of subgroups whose representatives are unsplittable over any VPCi subgroup, for all i ≤ n, then the VPCn-hierarchy is finite, and the resulting set of conjugacy classes is a VPCn set for G.
We will show that any VPCn-hierarchy for any finitely presented group G and any n is finite. Furthermore, for any such G, consider any sequence of VPCi sets, with each VPCi set determined by decomposing the elements of the VPC(i − 1) set in the sequence, using any collection of maximal decompositions as described above. We shall show that there is some N , depending on the sequence of VPCi sets, such that representatives of all of the elements of the VPCN set are unsplittable over any VPC subgroups.
Finite hierarchies
In this section, we will prove that any almost finitely presented group admits a finite hierarchy over any family C of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. We shall start by defining a useful notion of complexity for groups, from [DP01] . For Π a finite 2-dimensional simplicial complex, let T (Π) be the number of 2-simplices of Π, and let β 1 (Π) denote the first Betti number of Π. Then we define c(Π), the complexity of Π, to be (T (Π), β 1 (Π)). We give the set of such ordered pairs the lexicographic ordering. Observe that if c(Π) = (0, 0) then Π is a tree.
For an almost finitely presented group G, we define c(G) = c(Π), where Π is a 2-dimensional a.f.p. base space for G, and of minimal complexity out of all 2-dimensional a.f.p. base spaces for G. Thus if c(G) = (0, 0), then there is a finite simplicial tree T such that T is an a.f.p. base space for G, and hence G is trivial.
Let G be an almost finitely presented group, and C a set of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. Assume that G admits a proper decomposition over C , and let τ be the Bass-Serre tree associated to this decomposition. Let Γ = G\τ , and note that it is a finite graph, and that the edge stabilizers of τ are in C .
Choose p : P → Π to be an a.f.p. map for G, with P and Π 2-dimensional simplicial complexes, and Π of minimal complexity out of 2-dimensional a.f.p. base spaces for G. Our goal is to find a new G-tree τ ′ such that there is a G-map τ ′ → τ , and with the vertex stabilizers of τ ′ of smaller complexity than G. To do this, we will define a G-invariant subspaceΛ of P , which will be a union of normal arcs in P , and will take τ ′ to be dual toΛ. Then p, restricted to components of P , minus a G-equivariant regular neighborhood ofΛ, will be an a.f.p. map for the vertex groups of τ ′ . By retriangulating these components, we will see that the vertex groups do have complexity smaller than G.
First, we will construct a G-equivariant mapf :
be an arbitrary map of vertices, and then extendf to P (0) G-equivariantly. We now definef on P
(1) to take an edge e linearly to the minimal edge path joining the images of the vertices of e, hencef is G-equivariant on P
(1) . Then for any point t ∈ τ , the preimage of t in the 1-skeleton of a 2-simplex σ of P is a vertex, a 1-simplex of σ, all 1-simplices of σ, one vertex and one point in the interior of the 1-simplex opposite that vertex, or two or three points in the interiors of distinct 1-simplices forming the boundary of σ. We may extendf now to the interior of the 2-simplices of P by lettingf map the convex hull of this preimage to t. This gives a foliation of the interior of σ with line segments, unless the preimage in σ of some t is all of σ (1) , in which case all of σ is mapped to t, or the preimage of some t is a point on each 1-simplex of σ, in which case the triangular convex hull of the preimage is mapped to t, and the remaining three triangular regions of σ are foliated by line segments, as shown in Figure 1 . This process extendsf to all of P , and we note thatf remains G-equivariant. Furthermore, it is clear thatf is continuous.
Note that if t ∈ τ is not a vertex of τ , and iff −1 (t) ∩ σ is nonempty, then it is a normal arc (i.e. a linear segment, with endpoints in the interiors of distinct 1-simplices). Let {e 1 , . . . , e n } denote the edges of Γ, and for each i, fix x i to be a point in the interior of e i . Let π denote the quotient map τ → G\τ , let
, and letΛ denote n i=1Λ i . Thus the intersection of Λ with any 2-simplex is equal to a finite number of disjoint normal arcs.Λ is a G-invariant subspace of P , and, since the components ofΛ are mapped into edges of τ , the stabilizers of these components are subgroups of the stabilizers of the edges of τ , hence are contained in C . The projection ofΛ into Π gives a subspace that intersects 2-simplices also in finitely many disjoint normal arcs. Let Λ denote this projection.
The action of G on P induces an action of G on a tree as follows. Let τ ′ be the graph dual toΛ ⊂ P , with components ofΛ corresponding to edges in τ ′ , and components of P −Λ to vertices. As H 1 (P ; Z 2 ) = 0, each component ofΛ separates P , and hence τ ′ is a tree. The action of G on P induces an action of G on τ ′ , and there is a G-map φ from τ ′ to τ . The map φ is such that, if e is an edge of τ , and e ′ an edge of τ ′ corresponding to a component ofΛ which is contained inf −1 (e), then φ(e ′ ) = e. Similarly, if v is a vertex of τ , and v ′ is a vertex of τ ′ which corresponds to a component of
Thus there is a graph of groups map from G\τ ′ = Γ ′ to G\τ = Γ associated to φ. The action of G is induced from the action of G on P , and we note that then the edge stabilizers of τ ′ are subgroups of edge stabilizers of τ , thus are in C .
We note that P is compact, so each component of Λ has the structure of a finite, 1-dimensional simplicial complex. Hence the stabilizer of each component ofΛ is finitely generated. Thus, regardless of the edge stabilizers of τ , the edge stabilizers of τ ′ are finitely generated. Recall that G is finitely generated, so a reduction of Γ ′ exists. It is also true that the number of vertices of this reduction is bounded by a constant depending on G. For this, we recall that two disjoint tracks γ 1 and γ 2 in Π are said to be parallel if there is a component C of Π − {γ 1 ∪ γ 2 } such that γ 1 ∪ C ∪ γ 2 is homeomorphic to γ 1 × [0, 1], by a homeomorphism which takes γ 1 to γ 1 × {0} and γ 2 to γ 1 × {1}. Theorem 2.2 of [Dun85] shows that there is some constant n which depends on Π, such that for any disjoint collection of tracks in Π, there is a subcollection of less than or equal to n of those tracks, which is such that any other track in the collection is parallel to one of those n. Parallel tracks in Λ result in edges of Γ ′ which are collapsed in the reduction of Γ ′ , thus the reduction of Γ ′ has less than or equal to n + 1 vertices. We will now show that, for each edge e of Γ, the splitting of G associated to at least one edge in Γ ′ which gets mapped to e is proper. Let Γ denote the graph of groups decomposition of G attained by collapsing the components of Γ − e to points, and let Γ ′ denote the graph of groups corresponding to collapsing the components of Γ ′ minus the edges in the preimage of e to points. Then there is a graph of groups map Γ ′ → Γ. No vertex group of Γ is equal to G, hence no vertex group of Γ ′ is equal to G. Therefore an edge of Γ ′ , thus an edge of Γ ′ , gives a proper splitting of G, as was desired.
Note however that it is possible that the decomposition given by Γ ′ has "extra" edges and vertices, i.e. edges with distinct vertices such that their stabilizers are isomorphic to both incident vertex groups by the associated injections, or vertices of valence two with distinct incident edges, such that their stabilizers are isomorphic to both incident edge groups by the given injections.
Recall that Γ is a proper decomposition of G, hence τ is a minimal G-tree. If the action of G on τ ′ is not minimal, then we may replace τ ′ with a G-invariant subtree on which G acts minimally. Then the restriction of φ : τ ′ → τ gives us a G-equivariant map from this subtree to τ , and the subtree is dual to a Ginvariant subset ofΛ in P . The discussion in the above two paragraphs remains valid for this subtree, and we may now be sure that the action of G on τ ′ induces a proper decomposition of G. Hence we have shown Lemma 1 Let G be an almost finitely presented group, with P → Π an a.f.p. map such that Π is of minimal complexity, and let C be a set of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. If G admits a proper decomposition over C with Bass-Serre tree τ , then there exists a G-invariant subspaceΛ of P with dual tree τ ′ , giving a proper decomposition of G over C . Furthermore, the edge stabilizers of τ ′ are finitely generated, and there is a Gmap from τ ′ onto τ , inducing a graph of groups map of decompositions from G\τ ′ to G\τ .
We will next present a method for homotoping and triangulating the components of P −Λ and Π − Λ so that p : P → Π induces an a.f.p. map for each vertex group G i of Γ ′ . Hence each G i is almost finitely presented, and furthermore, our triangulations will show that c(G i ) < c(G), for every i, and that
Once we have shown this, we will have the existence of a hierarchy over C for an arbitrary almost finitely presented group G as follows. Let C i = {H ∩ G i |H ∈ C } ⊂ C be a family of subgroups of G i , which we note is closed under conjugation and subgroups within G i . Then we may iterate the process from Lemma 1 on each G i , with C i replacing C .
Recall that, for any almost finitely presented group H, if c(H) = (0, 0), then H is trivial, and therefore unsplittable. Hence, as the complexities of vertex groups are always smaller than the complexity of the original group, it must follow that eventually this process will terminate with groups which are unsplittable over C , giving us a hierarchy over C .
We now present our homotopies and triangulations. For each component P α of P −Λ, we will construct a deformation retraction H , retracting P α to a subset R α ⊂ P α , which has a natural simplicial structure. There will be an action of G on ∪ α R α induced from the action on P , and the components Π 1 , . . . , Π m of G\(∪R α ) will then be a.f.p. base spaces for the vertex groups G 1 , . . . , G m , with p inducing the associated a.f.p. maps. Fix a component P α of P −Λ. Note that components ofΛ are either isolated points contained in the interiors of 1-simplices which are not contained in any 2-simplices, or are subsets of P which intersect any 2-simplex they meet in normal arcs. Thus P α may intersect any 2-simplex of P in a finite collection of regions which are normally isotopic to the regions of types I, II, III, IV, and V shown in Figure 2 .
We will first describe H on P (1) ∩ P α . Let e ′ be a component of e ∩ P α , for any edge e of P which intersects P α . If e ′ = e, then take H to leave e ′ unchanged, and with the simplicial structure of e. If e ′ is properly contained in e, and contains a vertex of e, then contract e ′ to that vertex with constant speed. Otherwise, e ′ contains no vertices, so contract it to its midpoint with constant speed.
It remains to extend H to the 2-simplices of P . Let σ be a 2-simplex of P which intersects P α . If σ is contained in P , then let H be the identity on σ, with the same triangulation. Otherwise, let C be a component of σ ∩ P α . Then C must be one of types I-V, and we define H to homotope C as indicated in Figure 3 .
Thus if C is of type I, retract it to the vertex in C. If C is of types II or IV, retract it to the edge connecting the two points making up H (C ∩ ∂σ), as it is defined above. If C is of type III, retract C onto the 1-simplex contained in C, and if C is of type V, retract it to a tripod in C. Note that these images have the structures of 1-dimensional complexes.
Thus we have described R α = H (P α ), and its simplicial structure. The action of G on R α is induced from the action of G on P . We now verify that
There is a one-to-one correspondence between 2-simplices of Π which do not meet Λ and 2-simplices of
Since complexity has the lexicographic ordering, our claim is shown unless we have equality above, and hence Λ intersects no 2-simplices of Π. By the construction off , we must have that Λ is contained in 1-simplices which are not contained in any 2-simplices, so Λ intersects Π in isolated points. Thus Λ induces a graph of groups structure for G with all edge groups trivial, so
Finally, we will show that, as long as G is not the trivial group, c(G i ) < c(G) for all i. This is immediate unless, for all but one i, c(G i ) = (0, 0), i.e. G i is the trivial group. In that case, we recall that Γ ′ = G\τ ′ is a proper decomposition of G, so it must be that the underlying graph of Γ ′ has a nonzero Betti number. From this, it follows that, if G j is the vertex group with nonzero complexity, then
We have shown Theorem 2 Let G be an almost finitely presented group which is not the trivial group, let C be a family of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups, and let τ be a minimal G-tree with edge stabilizers in C . Then there exists a minimal G-tree τ ′ with edge stabilizers which are finitely generated and in C , such that there is a G-map τ ′ → τ , and for any set
representatives of conjugacy classes of vertex groups of τ ′ , c(G i ) < c(G), and
Furthermore, there is a constant k = k(G) such that any reduction of G\τ ′ has less than k vertices.
As we noted above, this implies
Corollary 3 If G is almost finitely presented and C is a family of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups, then G admits a finite hierarchy over C , in which all edge groups are finitely generated.
Finite VPCn-hierarchies
We will now use Theorem 2, as well as our notion of complexity, to prove that VPCn-hierarchies for finitely presented groups are finite. Throughout the remainder of this paper, our notation will follow this convention: we shall label edges and vertices of G-trees with lower case letters, and and label the stabilizers of those edges and vertices with the capitalization of the letters.
The following theorem shows that proper refinements "push through" maps between certain kinds of G-trees.
Theorem 4 Let G be a finitely generated group, and C a family of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. Suppose that φ : τ ′ → τ is a G-map between G-trees with the action of G on τ minimal, all edge stabilizers in C . Moreover, suppose φ collapses no edge to a vertex, and is such that, for each edge e of τ ′ , stab(e) is contained in stab(φ(e)) with finite index. Let Γ ′ = G\τ ′ , and Γ = G\τ , and suppose that the edge groups of Γ are all finitely generated. Then if Γ ′ admits a proper refinement over C , so does Γ, and the additional edge groups in the refinements are the same.
From this, we immediately have
Corollary 5 If G, C , Γ and Γ ′ are as in Theorem 4, and Γ is a maximal proper decomposition of G, then Γ ′ must be maximal as well.
Proof of Theorem 4:
Recall that a Stallings' fold on a G-tree is a G-map which takes two adjacent edges e and f , meeting at vertex v, with e also incident to vertex x and f to vertex y, and identifies e to f , such that x is identified to y. Different types of Stallings' folds, as described in [BF91] , correspond to whether and with what orientation e is in the G-orbit of f , and whether x and/or y are in the G-orbit of v. The group G and the edge stabilizers of τ are all finitely generated, φ is a simplicial map between trees, and φ collapses no edge of τ ′ to a vertex, thus [BF91] tells us that φ must be a composition φ n • φ n−1 • . . . • φ 1 of Stallings' folds {φ i }.
We will show that if φ is a Stallings' fold, then a proper splitting of a vertex group of τ ′ , which is compatible with Γ ′ , induces a proper splitting of the image of the vertex group which is compatible with Γ, over the same edge group. From this, it will follow that a proper refinement of Γ ′ induces a proper refinement of Γ.
So assume that φ : τ ′ → τ is a Stallings fold. We use our notation from above, so that φ identifies e to f and x to y, where e and f meet at the vertex v ∈ τ ′ , and similarly, identifies g · e to g · f for each g in G. Let vertex w ∈ τ ′ be such that W , the stabilizer of w, admits a proper splitting over some C ∈ C , which is compatible with Γ ′ . Thus there exists a tree τ ′ and a G-equivariant map ζ ′ : τ ′ → τ ′ which merely collapses each edge in the orbit of c to a vertex in the orbit of w. We would like to find a tree τ such that there is a similar collapsing map ζ : τ → τ , a fold φ taking τ ′ to τ , and such that the following diagram commutes:
For our first case, assume that w is not in the G-orbit of v, nor of x nor y. Then we may define φ to identify ζ ′−1 (e) to ζ ′−1 (f ), and
The edge c, as well as the edges in the G-orbit of c, are untouched by such a fold, so the above diagram must commute. Also because no edge gets identified to c or any of its translates, and because the refinement Γ ′ of Γ ′ is proper, it follows that φ induces a refinement of Γ which is proper.
Next, assume that w is in the G-orbit of x, and not of v. (w may be in the orbit of y.) Then we may again define φ directly, taking that it identifies ζ ′−1 (e) to ζ ′−1 (f ), and similarly for the G-orbits of e and f . Define the map φ * to take the stabilizer of any vertex or edge z in τ ′ to the stabilizer of φ(z), and let a and b be the vertices of c. Then in this case, φ * (C) = C, while A ⊆ φ * (A) and B ⊆ φ * (B). It follows again that Γ is a proper refinement of Γ because Γ ′ is a proper refinement of Γ ′ . To see this, we note that if C ֒→ A and C ֒→ B are not isomorphisms, then neither are the new injections in τ . If instead g ∈ V takes a to b, then g will take φ(a) to φ(b). Thus we have that Γ is a proper refinement of Γ.
It remains to consider the case in which w is in the G-orbit of v. WLOG, we assume that w = v. By abuse of notation, we will denote ζ ′−1 (e) by e, and ζ ′−1 (f ) by f . Suppose that e and f are adjacent in τ ′ , so both contain either a or b. Here again, we may simply define φ to identify e to f , and extend equivariantly. Then φ * takes A, B and C to themselves, and if there is some g ∈ V which takes a to b, then g must also take φ(a) to φ(b). Hence, this induced refinement Γ must be proper.
So for our last case, assume that w = v, and that e and f are not adjacent in τ ′ . WLOG take that e contains a and f contains b, i.e. E ⊆ A and F ⊆ B. Here, we will use our hypothesis that E and F are of finite index in φ * (E) = φ * (F ) to show that either E ⊆ C or F ⊆ C. If WLOG E ⊆ C, then we may alter τ ′ by 'sliding' e so that it is incident to b instead of a, and do the same with the G-orbit of e. By doing this, we are able to create a proper refinement of Γ ′ of the type discussed in the previous paragraph, and may refer now to that argument.
To show that this is possible, assume that neither E nor F is contained in C, and choose elements g E ∈ E − C and g F ∈ F − C. Then the subset of τ ′ which is fixed pointwise by g E is a subtree of τ ′ which is disjoint from the subtree of points fixed by g F . Thus g E g F acts by translation on an axis in τ ′ . Both E and F are contained in φ * (E), hence so is g E g F , but because g E g F has an axis, it is of infinite order, and no power (g E g F ) n is contained in E or F , except when n = 0. This means that E and F must be of infinite index in φ * (E), which is a contradiction. Thus either E ⊆ C or F ⊆ C as desired.
We have seen now that if φ : Γ ′ → Γ is a fold, and if Γ ′ admits a proper refinement by a splitting over a subgroup C, then Γ must also admit a proper refinement by a splitting which is also over C. It follows that if φ is a composition of folds, then a proper refinement of Γ ′ pushes through each fold, giving a proper refinement of Γ, as desired.
We now hope to elucidate two key ingredients that will be used in the proof of the next theorem. The first is an analysis of Stallings' folds of type "A".
Assume that we have a Stallings' fold between G-trees, ψ : σ ′ → σ, which takes edges e and f of σ ′ which share a vertex v, and identifies e to f , such that the other vertex, call it x, of e is identified to the other vertex, y, of f , and makes similar identifications to g · (e ∪ f ), for all g ∈ G. Assume further that neither x nor y are in the G-orbit of v. Then ψ must in fact be a fold of one of three types which, following [BF91], we will call types IA, IIA, and IIIA. These types correspond to the following three cases: when no g ∈ G takes x to y, when some g ∈ G takes x to y and e to f , and when some g ∈ G takes x to y, but does not take e to f .
Let π denote the projection maps σ → Σ = G\σ, and σ ′ → Σ ′ = G\σ ′ , and let Ψ : Σ ′ → Σ be such that Ψ • π = π • ψ. Our figures below indicate how, in each case, Ψ will alter π(e ∪ f ). Since Ψ cannot alter the underlying graph, or edge or vertex groups, of Σ ′ − π(e ∪ f ), these must describe Ψ completely. When no g ∈ G takes x to y, we will say that the fold is of type IA. In this case, π(e ∪ f ) will change as indicated in Figure 4 .
A fold of type IIA occurs when some g ∈ G takes x to y and takes e to f , in which case we have that g ∈ V , the stabilizer of v. Here, the image under π of the segment e ∪ f is a single edge, and folding changes only the labeling of Σ ′ . See Figure 5 .
Lastly, we have a fold of type IIIA when some g ∈ G takes x to y and does not take e to f . Note that then g translates along an axis containing e and f . In Σ ′ , we get what is shown in Figure 6 . Next, we note the following fact, which we shall make use of with n = 2: if σ is a G-tree, and v 1 , . . . , v n vertices of σ with respective stabilizers V 1 , . . . , V n ⊂ G, then the G-orbit of the smallest subtree containing {v 1 , . . . , v n } Lemma 6 Let G be a finitely generated group, with a G-tree σ and associated decomposition Σ, identified with G\σ. Let V 1 , . . . , V n be stabilizers of vertices v 1 , . . . , v n of σ, and let σ 0 be the smallest subtree of σ containing {v 1 , . . . , v n }. Then the orbit of σ 0 under V 1 , . . . , V n is connected, thus a subtree of σ.
Proof: Fix any w ∈ V 1 , . . . , V n . It will suffice to show that w · σ 0 is connected to σ 0 in V 1 , . . . , V n · σ 0 .
We can write w = w 1 w 2 · · · w m−1 w m , where each w i is contained in some V ji . Then w m · σ 0 intersects σ 0 at the vertex stabilized by V jm , the subtree
intersects σ 0 at the vertex stabilized by V jm−2 , and so on. Continuing in this manner, it follows that the translates w · σ 0 = w 1 w 2 · · · w m · σ 0 , w 1 w 2 · · · w m−1 · σ 0 , . . ., w 1 w 2 · σ 0 , w 1 · σ 0 , σ 0 make a subtree, hence w · σ 0 is connected to σ 0 in V 1 , . . . , V n · σ 0 .
We can now prove the following:
Theorem 7 Let Γ be a maximal proper decomposition of a finitely presented group G over a family C which is closed under conjugation and subgroups. Let Γ ′ be the decomposition from Theorem 2, and assume that edge groups of Γ ′ are of finite index in edge groups of Γ, as in Theorem 4. Then, for each vertex group V of Γ, either V is a vertex group of Γ ′ , and hence c(V ) < c(G), or V ∈ C .
Proof: Let τ be the Bass-Serre tree associated to Γ, and τ ′ to Γ ′ . We may subdivide the edges of τ and τ ′ so that, for each edge of τ and τ ′ , the vertices of that edge are in different G-orbits, yet still φ : τ ′ → τ is a G-map. Again, we recall from [BF91] that φ is a composition of folds. Our subdivision of the edges of τ and τ ′ ensures that φ is, in fact, a composition of folds of types IA, IIA, and IIIA.
Assume first that φ is a fold of type IA, IIA, or IIIA. Then, using that Γ is maximal, we will show that, for any vertex group Z of Γ, either Z is isomorphic by the given injection to one of its edge groups, or Z is a vertex group of Γ ′ , hence has smaller complexity than G. Thus for a composition of such folds, a vertex group of the target decomposition is either a vertex group of the source decomposition, or is in C .
We employ our previous notation, so that φ is a fold which takes edge e of τ ′ to edge f , and vertex x to vertex y, with e and f sharing the additional vertex v. It is immediate that, for all vertices
Hence it suffices to show the above statement for Z = stab(φ(x)).
Consider the case in which φ is a fold of type IA. Recall that φ(x) = φ(y) has stabilizer Z = (X, Y ), and consider the action of Z on τ ′ . Lemma 6 implies that this gives the following decomposition of Z:
If this decomposition gives a proper splitting of Z which is compatible with Γ, i.e. the edge stabilizer of any edge adjacent to φ(x) is contained in a vertex group of the splitting, then this splitting would induce a proper refinement of Γ. This would be a contradiction, however, because Γ is assumed to be maximal.
We claim first that the decomposition is compatible with Γ, hence either splitting from the decomposition is compatible with Γ. This follows because E and F are contained in V , so the stabilizer (E, F ) of φ(e) is contained in V ∩ (X, Y ), and any other edge incident to φ(x) is untouched by the fold, hence has stabilizer either contained in X or contained in Y .
Thus, since Γ is maximal, this decomposition of Z must not give a proper splitting.
is not a proper splitting, so either Z = X or X = E. If Z = X, then, as before, Z is a vertex group of τ ′ . Otherwise, Y = F and X = E, so Z = (X, Y ) = (E, F ), and hence Z is an edge group of τ . Thus if φ is a fold of type IA, then either Z is isomorphic to a vertex group of Γ ′ , or an edge group of Γ.
Consider next the case in which φ is a fold of type IIA. There is some g ∈ G taking e to f , and fixing v, and φ(x) is stabilized by (X, g). The action of this subgroup on τ ′ gives the following splitting of Z = (X, g):
, so if we show that any other edge group of Γ contained in (X, g) is contained in one of the new vertex groups, then the compatibility of this splitting of (X, g) with Γ will follow. But as above, since the fold only affects the edge group labeled (E, g), then any other edge group incident to the vertex labeled (X, g) must have been contained in X. We note that since g ∈ V ∩ (E, g), but g / ∈ E, this splitting induces a proper refinement of Γ unless X = E, in which case (X, g) = (E, g). Thus if φ is of type IIA, Z = (X, g) must be an edge group of Γ.
If φ is a fold of type IIIA, then there is some g ∈ G taking x to y, but not taking e to f . Recall that Z = stab(φ(x)) is (X, g), and consider the action of (X, g) on τ ′ . The quotient by this action contains the following decomposition of (X, g):
where this HNN extension is by g.
A refinement by an HNN extension must always be proper, so it remains to show that this splitting induces a refinement, i.e. is compatible with the other splittings of Γ. To do this, we must show that the stabilizer of any edge incident to φ(x) is contained in ((V ∩ (X, g)) * F X). The argument for this is similar to the above: except for φ(e), any edge d incident to φ(x) is again untouched by the fold, hence has stabilizer equal to the stabilizer of φ −1 (d), which is contained in X, as φ −1 (d) is incident to x. X ⊂ ((V ∩ (X, g)) * F X), so our splitting is compatible with the splitting over D. Now recall that φ(e) is stabilized by (E, F ). But both E and F stabilize v, hence are in V . Also, E and F , when conjugated by g, stabilize x, hence (E, F ) is in (X, g). Thus stab(φ(e)) = (E, F ) ⊂ (V ∩ (X, g)) ⊂ ((V ∩ (X, g)) * F X), so the given splitting of (X, g) is compatible with the other splittings of Γ. But this means that there is a proper refinement of Γ, a contradiction. Hence φ cannot be a fold of type IIIA.
We now address the situation in which φ = φ n • φ n−1 • . . .
• φ 1 , where each φ i is a fold of type IA, IIA, or IIIA. Let Γ i denote the decomposition
Theorem 4, and the fact that Γ is maximal, imply that the decompositions Γ ′ , Γ 1 , Γ 2 , . . ., Γ n−1 are all maximal. Thus, for each i, the vertex groups of Γ i are edge groups of Γ i , or are vertex groups of Γ i−1 . It follows that any vertex group of Γ is isomorphic to either a vertex group of Γ ′ , or an edge group of some Γ i , thus is in C . (Note that our early subdivision of edges of Γ ′ only adds edge groups to the collection of vertex groups of Γ ′ , hence does not affect this result.)
Remark 8 Let G be a finitely presented group, and let C be the smallest family of subgroups of G which is closed under subgroups and conjugation and contains the VPCn subgroups of G, so C ⊂ {H ⊂ G : H is VPCi for some i ≤ n}. In this section, we are concerned with the situation when Γ is a maximal proper decomposition of G over C , such that all edge groups of Γ are in fact VPCn. If G admits no splittings over VPCi subgroups for i < n, then all the edge groups of Γ ′ are also VPCn, hence are of finite index in the edge groups of Γ, so we may apply the above theorem. Then, note that if a vertex group V of Γ is contained in C , then V contains VPCn edge groups, hence must also be VPCn.
Next, we establish the existence of maximal proper decompositions over VPCn subgroups in the context that it will be needed to show that VPCnhierarchies are finite. Now consider the following:
Theorem 9 Fix n, and let G be a (almost) finitely presented group which admits no proper splitting over any VPCi subgroup, for all i < n. Let Γ be any proper decomposition of G over VPCn subgroups. Then Γ admits a refinement Σ which is a maximal proper decomposition of G over VPCn subgroups.
Proof: We note that, though Theorem 7.11 of [SS03] , and the corrected statement and proof of that theorem on page 9 of [SS] , are stated for finitely presented groups, the arguments in fact show the result for all almost finitely presented groups.
Let τ be the G-tree corresponding to Γ. For any vertex v of valence two of Γ which is not the vertex of a circuit and has incident edges e and f such that E = V = F by the given injections, collapse either e or f . Continue this process until no such vertices remain, and denote the resulting decomposition by Γ. Then Γ may not be reduced, as circuits of Γ have not been altered, and vertex groups of other vertices of valence two may be isomorphic to one of their incident edge groups. However, this is all that is needed to apply Theorem 7.11 of [SS03] , with corrected statement in [SS] , giving us that Γ has a maximal refinement Σ.
We claim now that Σ induces a maximal refinement Σ of Γ, i.e. that we may put the collapsed edges back into Σ corresponding to their location in Γ. This can be done by merely subdividing each edge of Σ which corresponds to an edge e (respectively f ) of Γ when, as in our notation above, the edge f (respectively e) was collapsed to a point.
The following lemma implies that VPCn-hierarchies for VPC groups are finite:
Lemma 10 Let H be a VPCn subgroup. If H admits any splitting, it is over a normal VPC(n − 1) subgroup K. Furthermore, H/K is isomorphic to either {1} * {1} = Z or Z 2 * Z 2 , hence the vertex group(s) from the splitting are VPC(n− 1).
Proof:
Assume that H is a VPCn group, which admits a splitting over a subgroup K, and let τ be the tree corresponding to the splitting. As [H : K] = ∞, K must be VPCi for some i < n.
Lemma 1.1 from [DS99] tells us that if a VPC group acts on any tree, it either fixes a vertex, or stabilizes a line. Since τ is a minimal H-tree, it must therefore be a line, with Γ = H\τ having one edge with edge group K. Thus either Γ has one vertex, in which case we have H = K * K , or Γ has two vertices, in which case H = A * K B, with K of index two in both A and B. In either case, the vertex group(s) of this splitting are virtually K, hence are VPCi. Moreover, K is normal in H, and H/K is VPC1, hence K, and hence the vertex group(s) of Γ, are VPC(n − 1).
The structure of a sequence of decompositions of a VPC group is immediate from this lemma, thus we have Corollary 11 Let H be a VPCn group. Then any VPCi-hierarchy for H is finite, for any i. If i < (n − 1), then {H} is the VPCi set for H, and if i ≥ (n − 1), then any VPCi set for H is made up of conjugacy classes of unsplittable VPCj subgroups, for j ≤ n.
We finally set the stage for the proof that VPCn-hierarchies for finitely presented groups are finite with the following two lemmas:
Lemma 12 If G is a finitely presented group, and splits over a finitely generated subgroup, then the vertex group(s) from the splitting are also finitely presented.
For a proof of this, we refer the reader to Lemma 1.1 in [Bow99] .
Lemma 13 Let G be a finitely presented group for which all VPCn-hierarchies are finite, and assume that VPCn-hierarchies for all groups with complexity less than G are finite. Then either {G} is the only VPCn set for G, or else, for any VPCn set G for G, and each representative V of an element of G , either V is VPCi for some i ≤ n, or c(V ) < c(G).
We shall induct on n and c(G). In what follows, we will need to know that vertex groups of our decompositions of finitely presented groups are also finitely presented. We note that any VPC group is finitely generated, and shall use Lemma 12 throughout the argument below, without explicit reference.
If each VPC0-hierarchy for a finitely presented group H is finite, then either H does not split over finite subgroups, or the statement above follows directly from Theorem 7. On the other hand, if c(H) = (0, 0), then H is trivial, hence unsplittable, hence for any i, {H} is the only VPCi set for H. Note also that Corollary 11 implies that the lemma is true for any VPC group. Now assume that the lemma is true for any VPCn set of a finitely presented group H such that c(H) < c(G). (By assumption, all VPCn-hierarchies for H are finite.) Assume also that the lemma is true for VPCj sets for G, for all j < n.
To generate a VPCn set for G, we begin by considering a VPC(n − 1)-hierarchy for G, which returns some VPC(n − 1) set G ′ for G. The induction hypothesis implies that either G ′ = {G}, or that each representative of an element in G ′ is VPCi for some i ≤ (n − 1), or has smaller complexity than G. Fix representatives {V k } k∈K of the elements of G ′ , and note that each V k is unsplittable over VPCi subgroups, for all i ≤ (n − 1). Then either V k is unsplittable over VPCn subgroups as well, or Theorem 9 (or alternatively, the fact that VPCn-hierarchies are finite for each V k ) implies that there exists a maximal proper decomposition of V k over VPCn subgroups. If V k admits no splittings over VPCn subgroups, then let Γ k be a graph of groups consisting of only one vertex, which has vertex group V k . Otherwise, fix Γ k to be any maximal proper decomposition of V k over VPCn subgroups, and note that Theorem 7 implies that each vertex group of Γ k is VPCi, for i ≤ n, or has smaller complexity than V k . Now let G ′′ equal the set of conjugacy classes of the vertex groups of Γ k , for all k ∈ K.
We now define a VPCn set G as follows. If G ′′ = {G}, then G is unsplittable over VPCi subgroups, for all i ≤ n, so we set G = G ′′ and we are done. Otherwise, representatives of each element of G ′′ are VPC or have smaller complexity than G. Thus each VPCn-hierarchy for each representative is finite. Each representative is finitely presented by the previous lemma, so by the induction hypotheses, the desired statement is true for each VPCn set of each element of G ′′ . We then take the elements of G to be {J : J ∈ S H } H∈G ′′ , where S H is some VPCn set for each H ∈ G ′′ , and thus G is as desired.
Theorem 14 Let G be any finitely presented group. Then, for each n, all VPCn-hierarchies for G are finite. In addition, for any sequence of maximal proper decompositions that generates a VPC0 set S 0 for G, then a VPC1 set S 1 , then a VPC2 set S 2 , and so on, there is some N which depends on the decompositions such that representatives of all the elements of S N are unsplittable over any VPC subgroups.
Proof: In what follows, we shall again invoke Lemma 12. Hence all vertex groups of decompositions mentioned below are finitely presented. We recall that Corollary 11 tells us that VPCn-hierarchies for all VPC groups are finite, for any n. Fix a finitely presented group G, and we will now show that any VPCnhierarchy for G is finite for any n by double induction. [Dun85] (as well as Theorem 9) implies the existence of a maximal proper decomposition of any finitely presented group over the family of VPC0, i.e. finite, subgroups, hence any VPC0-hierarchy for any finitely presented group is finite. Also, if a group has complexity (0, 0), it is the trivial group, so it is completely unsplittable, hence has all VPCn-hierarchies finite, for all n. Now we shall assume that all VPCi-hierarchies for all finitely presented groups H with c(H) ≤ c(G) are finite, for all i < n, and that all VPCnhierarchies for all finitely presented groups H with c(H) < c(G) are also finite. Then all VPC(n − 1)-hierarchies for G are finite. Let S n−1 be any VPC(n − 1) set. It suffices to show that all VPCn-hierarchies for the representatives of the elements of S n−1 are finite.
If S n−1 is not equal to {G}, then this follows from Lemma 13, plus the induction hypotheses and the fact that VPCn-hierarchies for VPC groups are finite. Otherwise, S n−1 = {G}, and thus G does not split over any VPCi subgroup, for all i < n. If G also does not split over any VPCn subgroup, then it is immediate that all VPCn-hierarchies for G are finite.
If G does admit a splitting over a VPCn subgroup, then by Theorem 7, Remark 8, and Theorem 9, G admits a maximal decomposition over VPCn subgroups, and the vertex groups of any such decomposition are VPC or have smaller complexity than G. Thus, again by Lemma 13, the induction hypotheses, and the fact that VPCn-hierarchies for VPC groups are finite, we are done.
Application to 3-manifolds
The fact that, for any finitely presented group, any VPC1-hierarchy is finite implies a hierarchy result for 3-manifolds. This follows from the results in the preceding section, and the result that, in the right situations, maximal collections of compressing discs or annuli in the manifold give maximal proper decompositions of the manifold's fundamental group. This will be shown in the next lemma. First, we recall that a surface N in a 3-manifold M is said to be essential if N is properly embedded in M , 2-sided, π 1 -injective into M , and is not properly homotopic into the boundary of M .
Lemma 15 Let M be a connected 3-manifold with boundary, and let A = {A i } i∈I be a finite collection of disjoint, non-parallel, essential surfaces in M , such that {π 1 (A i )} are contained in a family C of subgroups of G = π 1 (M ) which is closed under subgroups and conjugation. Suppose further that A is maximal with respect to collections of disjoint, non-parallel essential surfaces of M with fundamental groups in C . Let Γ be the decomposition of G which is dual to A . Then Γ is a maximal proper decomposition of G over C .
Proof: Assume for the contrapositive that Γ is not maximal. Then there exists some vertex group V of Γ which admits a proper splitting over some C ∈ C which is compatible with Γ. Let L be the graph of groups for such a splitting of V , and let p denote the midpoint of the edge of L. Let N denote the union of the component of M − A which corresponds to V with the surfaces A i which correspond to the edge groups incident to V .
As in section 3, we can define a map from N to L which is an isomorphism on π 1 , with each A i in N mapped to a vertex of L, and such that the map is transverse to p. Note that each component of the inverse image of p is a properly embedded, 2-sided surface in N . Furthermore, Stallings showed in [Sta62] that we can homotope this map on N rel ∂N to a new map f such that the surfaces comprising f −1 (p) are π 1 -injective in M (see also [Hem76] ). We may further assume that these components are not parallel to the boundary of N , because of the following. Let S denote a component of f −1 (p) which is boundary parallel in N , and let R be the region made up of S and the component of N − S through which S can be homotoped to ∂N , so R is homeomorphic to S × I. Then we may homotope f to take R to p, and then to take a small neighborhood of R past p, so that p is not contained in f (R). We may then homotope f to map the elements of A ∩ R to a vertex of L, so that still p is not in f (R), and still f is an isomorphism on π 1 . Note that, because L is the graph of groups of a proper splitting, and f is surjective on π 1 , this process will never make f −1 (p) empty. We have arranged that the components of f −1 (p) are essential in M . Because f is π 1 -injective, the fundamental group of each component of f −1 (p) is conjugate to a subgroup of C and so is in C . Since f maps the A i 's to vertices of L, the surfaces f −1 (p) are disjoint from A . Also, as components of f −1 (p) are not boundary parallel in N , they are not parallel to elements of A . Hence A is not maximal.
We note that each component of f −1 (p) induces a refinement of Γ. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses on M in the above lemma, M is irreducible. Then we can homotope f to remove any sphere components of f −1 (p), so that any simply connected component of f −1 (p) must be a compressing disk for M . Thus, a maximal collection of compressing disks in an irreducible, connected 3-manifold M induces a maximal proper decomposition of G over {1}. It also follows that, if A is a maximal collection of annuli in M , and M is as in the above lemma, has incompressible boundary and is irreducible, then the graph of groups Γ corresponding to A must be maximal over the family generated by all infinite cyclic subgroups of π 1 (M ).
We recall that, if M is orientable and irreducible and π 1 (M ) = G is infinite, then G has no torsion ( [Hem76] ). Hence any essential surface in M with VPC0 fundamental group must be simply connected, and any essential surface with VPC1 fundamental group must be an annulus. These observations, together with knowing that any VPC1-hierarchy for any finitely presented group is finite, imply Theorem 16 Let M be an irreducible, orientable, compact 3-manifold. The process of decomposing M along any maximal, disjoint collection of compressing disks, then decomposing the resulting manifolds along maximal, disjoint collections of essential annuli, then the resulting manifolds along compressing disks, then again along essential annuli and so on, must eventually terminate with a collection of manifolds which have incompressible boundary and admit no essential annuli, or are 3-balls.
